
ZIPPY’S
JOURNEY TO 
YOUR HOME

WAREHOUSE

Zippy embarks on
her new destination
Zippy leaves the Zebra Technologies 
facility in Chicago, bound for your 
residence.

Zippy lands in your region
Zippy heads to a warehouse where a 
receiving dock employee "checks her in" 
using a Zebra DS3600 rugged scanner. With 
a quick barcode read, the employee can let 
others know she has arrived and where to 
find her when it's time for her to continue on 
her journey. (She'll be in the Batch 10 
storage location.)

Zippy stops to rest
Zippy, along with the other books in her box,
are picked up by a forklift operator and
taken to temporary storage. The operator
uses the Zebra L10 rugged tablet to 
navigate directly to the Batch 10 location.

Someone comes to retrieve
Zippy when it’s time to go
Zippy spends 24 hours in storage until a
kind warehouse worker uses a Zebra
MC3300 RFID mobile computer to locate 
her among all the boxes. (It's hard to get lost
when you're wearing an RFID tag.)
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Zippy finalizes her itinerary 
and confirms her identity
Zippy receives a unique barcode label to
ensure she gets to the right home safely.
The label is printed with a ZD420 or ZD460
desk printer using Zebra Certified Supplies.
After being assigned a unique identifier,
Zippy returns to her box to prepare for the
next leg of her trip.

It’s time to go!

Zippy is ready to depart the warehouse and head 
o� to her final destination: your home! Once
again, a warehouse employee uses an MC9300
to locate Zippy, confirm her "travel" plans and
take her to the correct truck. Once she's loaded in
and on her way to your post o�ce, her departure
is recorded via one last update on the rugged
mobile computer. (Warehouse technology is so
helpful!)

Zippy gets dressed up
A woman receives Zippy at the post o�ce and uses a 
rugged mobile computer, the TC56, to scan her label 
and confirm she's in the right place. This also helps her 
route Zippy to the driver who will take her to your 
house. But the postal worker discovers Zippy is a gift 
and should be wrapped, so she packages her nicely for 
you before she lets her go.

Zippy is just around the 
corner...get ready!

Zippy is picked up by the mailman and gently 
loaded into his vehicle. He uses the Zebra TC26 
rugged mobile computer to scan her label and 
verify her identity. He immediately knows Zippy’s 
destination and the best route to get her there. A 
short while later, he helps Zippy out of his vehicle 
and walks her to your doorstep. He scans her box 
a final time with his TC26 and records her 
delivery. Welcome to your new home, Zippy!
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